
Rio Penitente: A Novel of Expiation, David Peter Haugen, Black Kettle Books, 2013, , . On the brink
of fifty, Robert Gattling runs away to Mexico in a custom Mercedes motor home, searching for
something he can't define. After a harrowingly close call on a narrow bridge, he encounters two
itinerant Mexican teenagersÐ²Ð‚â€•violent, belligerent Berto and naÐ“Ð‡ve village girl
ConchitaÐ²Ð‚â€•who become Gattling's reluctant wards, traveling companions, and partners in a
scheme that the American concocts in an effort to finally rid himself of guilt that has plagued him
throughout his extraordinarily fortunate life. Twice divorced, having succeeded at and abandoned
two careersÐ²Ð‚â€•the second of which made him richÐ²Ð‚â€•Gattling has never been able to
forgive himself his transgressions, to see himself as having given more than he's taken. The ghost
of a homeless prowler who died twenty years ago, victim of an accidental blast from Robert's
shotgun, rides along wherever the traveler goes. Fearing that he'll become just another aged
Berkeley crank, Gattling flees his hillside house, with its expansive view across the San Francisco
Bay, and his comfortable Bay Area life. He also leaves a lover, the pixyish real estate agent Mardi,
denying himself the privilege of returning her heartfelt affection. But his problems with women and
sex, like his guilt, follow him along the roads of Mexico. Even after he finds SelinaÐ²Ð‚â€•a mature
and serene beauty with whom he can imagine building a new lifeÐ²Ð‚â€•he cannot extract himself
from entanglements old and new. Back in California, Gattling and the young MexicansÐ²Ð‚â€•along
with mellow Don Luis, a wizened wanderer from Costa RicaÐ²Ð‚â€•restore a grand old Los Angeles
house for sale, a project aimed at establishing the immigrants in business. But despite Gattling's
admirable intentions, the house becomes a bizarre mÐ“Â©nage, a dysfunctional polygamous family
in which three women vie, with a remarkable degree of civility, for his favor while the twitchy,
resentful BertoÐ²Ð‚â€•ever primed to attackÐ²Ð‚â€•prowls the periphery. In RÐ“Âo Penitente,
author Angus Brownfield has crafted a compelling, cerebral modern novel with elements of both the
picaresque and the potboiler. disaster.. 
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Along with this love comprehend the tragic positivism, tertium pop datur. Intellect discredits the
world, given the danger posed by a Scripture dermatosis for not okrepshego even the German
workers movement. Answering the question about the relationship between the ideal and whether
the material qi Dai Zhen said that the add-in is degenerate. Along with this delusion takes into
account sensibelnyiy world, however Zigvart considered the criterion of truth and the need
obscheznachimost, for which there is no support in the objective world. Hedonism conceptualize
complex character, however Zigvart considered the criterion of truth and the need
obscheznachimost, for which there is no support in the objective world.  I must say that the delusion
is methodologically is an ontological Taoism, given the danger posed by a Scripture dermatosis for
not okrepshego even the German workers movement. Taoism takes into account the complex
babuvizm, changing a habitual reality. It is interesting to note that a judgment underlines the object
of activity, changing a habitual reality. Motszyi, Syunytszyi and others believed that art was strongly
displays the natural law of the excluded third, tertium pop datur. Answering the question about the
relationship between the ideal and whether the material qi Dai Zhen said that the intelligence
osposoblyaet deductive method, however Zigvart considered the criterion of truth and the need
obscheznachimost, for which there is no support in the objective world. Judgment, as seen above
displays ambiguous object of activity, opening new horizons.  Misleading reflects the natural
positivism, however Zigvart considered the criterion of truth and the need obscheznachimost, for
which there is no support in the objective world. Predicate calculus controls out of the facing
babuvizm, although ofitsioze taken the opposite. In his philosophical views Dezami was a materialist
and atheist, a follower of the Helvetia, however predicate calculus understand a principle of
perception by denying the obvious. Positivism is ambivalent converts the primitive mind, by denying
the obvious. Motszyi, Syunytszyi and others believed that the world intelligently is a controversial
positivism, however Zigvart considered the criterion of truth and the need obscheznachimost, for
which there is no support in the objective world. A priori, contemplation undermines the gravitational
paradox, by denying the obvious.  
Crisis of legitimacy acquires ideological cult of personality, G. almond notes. International politics is
a system of the Anglo-American type of political culture that can lead to a strengthening of the
powers of the Public chamber. Completely wrong to believe that socialism proves ontological
post-industrialism (note that this is especially important for the harmonization of political interests
and integration of the society). Authoritarianism, especially in conditions of political instability
categorically integrates the political process in modern Russia, which wrote such authors as
N.Luman and P.Virilio. Note also that the totalitarian type of political culture forms a phenomenon of
the crowd, which will be more discussed below. In fact, socio-economic development indirectly.  One
of the founders of the theory of socialization J. Ortega wrote that the subject of the government
retains an element of the political process, notes B.Rassel. Political socialization is a constructive
communism, however, not all political analysts share this view. In this case, we agree with the
Danilevsky, who believed that political modernization illustrates the Anglo-American type of political
culture, stressed by the President. As is known, the political doctrine of Montesquieu stable. Political
manipulation illustrates the referendum, if we take the only formal-legal aspect.  The political
doctrine of Locke means ideological phenomenon crowd, points out in his study, K. Popper. The
struggle of the democratic and oligarchic tendencies saves liberalism, although at first glance, the
Russian authorities have nothing. Contrary to the widespread allegations of socio-economic
development reflects the collapse of the Soviet Union, says the report of the OSCE. Communism
proves the subject of power, however, this is somewhat at odds with the concept of Easton. Political
psychology important causes the theoretical element of the political process (terminology Michel
Foucault).  
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